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ABSTRACT
Smart Buildings are defined as the “buildings of the future" and use
the latest Internet of Things (IoT) technologies to automate build-
ing operations and services. This is to both increase operational
efficiency as well as maximize occupant comfort and environmen-
tal impact. However, these ”smart devices” – typically used with
default settings – also enable the capture and sharing of a vari-
ety of sensitive and personal data about the occupants. Given the
non-intrusive nature of most IoT devices, individuals have little
awareness of what data is being collected about them and what
happens to it downstream. Even if they are aware, convenience
overrides any privacy concerns, and they do not take sufficient steps
to control the data collection, thereby exacerbating the privacy para-
dox. At the same time, IoT-based building automation systems are
revealing highly sensitive insights about the building occupants by
synthesizing data from multiple sources and this can be exploited
by the device vendors and unauthorised third parties. To address
the tension between privacy and convenience in an increasingly
connected world, we propose a user-centric informed consent model
to foster an accurate user discretion process for privacy choice in
IoT-enabled smart buildings. The proposed model aims to (a) inform
and increase user awareness about how their data is being collected
and used, (b) provide fine-grained visibility into privacy compliance
and infringement by IoT devices, and (c) recommend corrective
actions through nudges (or soft notifications). We illustrate how
our proposed consent model works through a use case scenario of
a voice-activated smart office.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Privacy protections; Human and
societal aspects of security and privacy; • Social and profes-
sional topics→ Privacy policies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smart Buildings (SBs) are buildings that use creative design, smart
engineering and information and communication technologies
(ICT) to automate and self-regulate their environment and oper-
ations [15]. A key feature that differentiates a SB from ordinary
buildings is the flexible, automated set of human-centric services
that it offers. From the moment people step inside, and until the
moment they leave, a SB is capable of automatically tracking them
at any given time and adjusting its facilities’ settings according to
their needs, preferences and feedback [32]. The Internet of Things
(IoT) is the key enabling technology that transforms normal build-
ings into “smart” buildings with SBs employing millions of small,
diverse, and interactive sensing and actuating devices to automate
building operations and services. Market research predicts that by
2025 the total number of connected IoT devices will reach 75.44
billion, representing an increase of 146% from 2020 [28]. Similarly,
by 2024, consumers will interact with voice assistants on 8.4 billion
devices [19]. There are increasing efforts being made by vendors
to design IoT devices so that they can easily be discovered by and
commanded through voice-operated and controlled digital assistant
platforms. At the same time, the companies behind digital assistant
technologies are also seeking new business models to monetize the
voice data collected by their platforms [19].

Users of IoT devices claim that they care about the privacy of their
data. Nevertheless, research shows that the convenience offered by
these devices influences their privacy-related behaviours, and they
rarely make active efforts to protect their own information [1]. For
instance, when setting up IoT devices, the number of documents
one has to review, including the ones related to consent and privacy
policies, is quite daunting. Therefore, users tend to use the devices
with default settings without looking at the fine print related to the
privacy and data collection practices of the device. This discrepancy
between the consumers’ stated concerns and their actual behaviour
is referred to as the privacy paradox [29].

According to the GDPR, individuals have the right to control
their own data and not have their transactions linked or tracked
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through IoT devices. In addition, personal data shall be adequate,
relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes
for which they are processed [23]. Given the strict requirements of
the GDPR, the collection and provision of legally sufficient consent
becomes increasingly difficult. In some cases, smart building IoT
solutions cross sectoral and jurisdictional regulatory boundaries
and blur the notion of private and public, e.g., data collected in one
country but hosted on a cloud in another country. Therefore, there
is a real risk that the data collected by IoT devices is shared with
third parties, and usually without the knowledge of the users [33].
This data may be retained in transit by a variety of external parties,
such as device manufacturers, Government, marketers of products,
service providers etc [18] . Unfortunately, most people feel that their
privacy is beyond their control and they cannot do anything about
it. Therefore, there is a need for a user-centric informed consent
model, that will (a) increase users’ awareness about the privacy
invasion and data collection practices of the IoT devices in their
home or office environments, (b) provide fine-grained visibility into
privacy compliance, and/or infringement by those devices, and (c)
recommend corrective actions through nudges (soft notifications).

We are currently exploring ways to protect user data collected
from smart devices within SBs – e.g. movement sensors, temper-
ature sensors, light sensors, voice input, user building and room
entry, user location, email addresses, calendar schedules, purchases
– and the behavioural patterns derived from that data, from unau-
thorized outsiders and stakeholders. In particular, we are looking
at the problems of lack of informed consent around data capture
and usage, and user awareness of data capture in smart buildings.
To address these concerns, we seek answers to the following key
research questions:
• RQ1 - What privacy measures have the potential to strengthen
the user consent mechanism, and how can their development be
promoted? and

• RQ2 – How can relevant stakeholders including IoT device man-
ufacturers, Smart Building operators, Internet Service Providers,
Government, and Advertising Companies implement better consent
mechanisms and user controls to enhance an individuals’ ability to
provide consent?

A better understanding of these aspects can inform future smart
device design and privacy controls.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
a motivating example for our research and provides an overview of
related work in the area of privacy, security and privacy paradox in
smart IoT devices. Section 3 presents our proposed informed user
consent model, and explains how it works through the use of ex-
ample use-cases. It also briefly summarises the current prototyping
efforts within a smart living lab. Section 4 concludes the paper with
a discussion of future work.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 A Voice-activated Smart Office
We consider the example of a voice-activated Smart Office to moti-
vate our research. In smart workplaces, everything is connected and
personalised by leveraging advances in IoT, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML), so that employees can be more
productive and have better user experiences while working from

almost anywhere and at any time. Smart offices connect people
to buildings and provide seamless, personalised access to human-
centered services. Examples include finding the closest parking
lot and working desk, adjusting the lighting and heating settings,
reserving a meeting room in advance, and controlling multiple user
access by integrating with the calendar system. Fig. 1 illustrates
the typical services that an individual working in a smart office
would use and interact with on a daily basis. However, to provide
such personalised, user-centric services, multiple system compo-
nents, voice assistants, sensors, smart IoT devices and actuators
are required to be interconnected via a communication medium
to capture user data consistently. The main objective of capturing
user data, including presence, behaviour, and preference data, is
to seamlessly enhance user experiences without any human inter-
vention, while operating in the background – as part of the living
environment – so that individuals may not even realize that these
“smart” devices are there.

Voice and digital assistants are fast replacing touch as the pri-
mary user interface [27] and voice is being integrated into everyday
appliances used within our homes and offices. Advances in speech
recognition technologies have simplified the execution of voice-
activated commands, making voice-activated services accessible,
progressive, and convenient. The integration of speech recognition
brings an array of benefits to consumers of voice-enabled services,
both in personal and professional settings. All of the services de-
picted in Fig. 1 can be voice-activated. Yet, as voice-enabled devices
become ever more integrated into our homes, workplaces, and
daily routines, the ubiquity of such internet-connected devices is
raisingmany concerns around security, privacy and trust. The voice-
activated devices can be generally classified as manually activated,
speech activated or always on [14]. Of these, the always on devices
have the greatest privacy concerns since they operate silently in
the background while recording and transmitting data associated
with human activities and behaviours at all times. For example, in
2015 privacy advocates lodged a complaint with the FTC (Federal
Trade Commission) against Samsung’s microphone-enabled Smart
TV stating that it was “always switched on” in violation of federal
wiretapping laws [9]. This complaint appeared after users noticed
that Samsung’s Privacy Policy provided a warning that sensitive
conversations might be picked up and transmitted to third parties as
part of the TV’s voice-controlled search function. Smart appliances
including light bulbs, smart switches, door locks and indoor cam-
eras bring along diverse privacy concerns which spill out beyond
voice privacy boundaries into other dimensions [5][39][25].

2.2 Related Work
In his seminal work A Theory of Human Motivation, Maslow
has identified the “need for privacy” as a core property of self-
actualization, which is the highest level of psychological develop-
ment, i.e., the level at which individuals achieve their full personal
potential [20]. A more comprehensive interpretation of privacy en-
compasses all aspects of an individual’s social needs so that privacy
can be categorised as privacy of person, privacy of communication,
privacy of behaviour and action, and privacy of personal data [11].
Clarke defines privacy as “the interest that individuals have in sus-
taining a ‘personal space’, free from interference by other people
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Figure 1: Example of a Voice-activated Smart Office

and organisations” [4]. In the context of smart environments in-
cluding Smart Buildings it is becoming increasingly critical that
every person has the right to control access to his or her personal
information, and is aware of who is collecting their data, for how
long, and for what purpose [3].

Therefore, getting user consent is crucial for improving user
awareness about how their data is being collected and used and
to provide visibility into privacy compliance. While Consent is
frequently used as a justification for businesses to use and disclose
personal information, valid consent requires more than making a
user click ’I agree’. According to the Australian Privacy Principle
Guidelines [26], meaningful consent has the following five aspects
– capacity, voluntary, current and specific, informed and expressed or
implied [26]. An individual, or a guardian in case of a minor, must
be capable of giving consent for it to be valid (Capacity). Consent
must be a genuine choice that was freely given (Voluntary). For
instance, forcing workers to wear IoT wristbands to monitor their
performance [38], using smart badges to monitor the nature of
the conversations of call centre staff [13], and placing chemical
sensors on doctors to ensure they wash their hands enough [30]
cannot be considered voluntary consent. Consent must be specific
to an identified purpose and cannot be assumed to last indefinitely
(Current and Specific). An individual must have a full understanding
of all applicable details for their consent to bemeaningful (Informed).
Finally, the consent must be expressed orally or in writing to be
valid (Expressed or Implied). Therefore, an informed consent model
for data collection and sharing in Smart Buildings should address
these five aspects.

However, the discrepancies between user attitude and their ac-
tual behaviour related to privacy concerns obscure their decision-
making and creates conflict between the interests of consumers and
providers [37]. The trade-off between the disclosure of personal in-
formation and service-related benefits leads to the privacy paradox
in IoT. A possible reason why consumers are willing to trade away

their privacy is that they are unaware of the amount of privacy that
is being lost [3]. Even if consumers were made aware of the loss,
they would still engage in privacy-sacrificing behaviours. Some
researchers and organizations have made a series of attempts to
improve this situation by managing access control and permissions
granted by the user to IoT devices. Notable examples include Ap-
pOps [8] and Norton AppAdvisor [24]. Both applications directly
fetch OS-level permissions for their analysis and allow users to
grant or deny permissions for installed apps selectively. These apps
highlight privacy risks associated with a specific type of sensitive in-
formation (e.g., location information). Also, they send notifications,
including a detailed report of the privacy risks and other privacy
risks associated with the app. However, neither of them compares the
IoT data payloads with the agreed privacy policy statements to detect
any violations. Furthermore, several smart home automation open-
source tools are available for users to exercise control locally over
the smart devices and their data flow in their personal environments
without any interventions from a third party. Home Assistant [36]
and OpenHAB [35] are some of the tools which consider privacy
as their fundamental priority.

Recently, researchers have demonstrated how a low-cost Rasp-
berry Pi-based device can warn users when a voice assistant snoops
on people without their consent [21]. Though they address the
same privacy concern, the approach that we present comes from
the design which can be applied to any IoT device and any scenario
with a conclusive legal explanation. They detect if a device is un-
expectedly recording and sending audio to the Internet without
waking up the device, whereas, we initiate our design with an edge
case (only after waking up the device) and can be applied for any
personal identifiable information (PII), including audio streams.
They check the sudden increase of traffic rates in audio-related
events at any time whereas, we check the payloads when a user
triggers an event. Also, they do not consider checking the policies
related to the audio recording of the device while we scan all the
events with the defined policies of the device.

3 CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present a conceptual architecture for our pro-
posed informed consent model that allows users to self-track what
they do within their respective smart spaces. We first outline the
key requirements for an informed consent model for IoT device
users. Following this, we present a conceptual architecture for in-
formed consent and discuss the key phases leading to informed
consent. Finally, we use some example use cases to illustrate how
the consent model can be realized.

3.1 Key Requirements
To identify the key requirements for an informed consent model for
IoT device users in smart buildings or homes, we first performed a
systematic review of relevant literature. We analysed 72 relevant
primary studies to get a better understanding of the current privacy
gaps in SBs that use smart voice-assisted devices. The key finding
from the study was that there is ambiguity in (a) how IoT devices
are complying with their privacy policy statements following user
consent for various access permissions, and (b) the extent to which
users have visibility and awareness of their data collection and use.
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Figure 2: Conceptual model for informed consent in Smart Building devices

Following this literature review, we identified the following key
requirements for an informed consent model:
• Track data collection approaches when activating permissions to
consume ”smart services” – i.e. determine for each smart device
what data it collects, how, when, about who and what privacy
implications this data may have;

• Label data as sensitive and non-sensitive – e.g. temperature in room
changing may unintentionally reveal person presence;

• Record existing privacy settings and data sharing practices of each
user – to provide them ongoing awareness;

• Structural representation for privacy policies – i.e. how do we define
the user, team, organisational privacy policies in the presence of
the smart devices as per Figure 2;

• Ensure the maintenance of a meaningful informed consent with all
five elements – when new/changed/integrated device data capture
is about to occur, proactively highlight to the user to ensure their
consent, especially in the context of multiple device data capture;

• Revise dynamic/ongoing consent – as user moves, new devices are
encountered, data capture begins/changes, new user enters room,
etc.; and

• Address relevant privacy by design (PbD) principles that the consent
model addresses – see discussion below.
In designing the consent model, we have addressed the following

five foundational principles of privacy by design [7]. How each
principle is addressed via the proposed design is explained below.
• PR1 – proactive, not reactive; preventative, not remedial – Privacy
considerations need to help drive the design, and not the reverse

where the design drives detection and highlighting of privacy
violations. Our proposed consent model creates an environment
for the end-user to provide proactive actions to control the dis-
closure of their data, limiting potential privacy infringements.
Thereby, any future complaints on unauthorized aggregation or
use of consumer data; monetary penalties for deceptive practices;
data privacy programs that are subject to biennial third-party
audit requirement; deletion of consumer information that had
collected unfairly, in violation of notice and choice principles
will be diminished gradually.

• PR2 – privacy as default setting – Activities that exceed the ex-
pected data privacy context must require the affirmative informed
consent of the individual. Here understanding the default is about
understanding the context tacit between participants. The con-
sent model we propose cross-checks the user-granted access
permissions with the privacy policies of the IoT devices. It en-
sures that no smart device exceeds the contextual understanding
of the parties that the default privacy policy has been violated, a
novel aspect of this research compared to any existing research.
For instance, grant access to calendar data where it is not defined
in the permission list of the device upon publishing the app.

• PR3 – privacy embedded into design – this states that privacy must
be inseparable to the design so that the system or process would
not function without the privacy-preserving functionality. Our
proposed solution implements this principle by requiring that
all events of the connected devices must go through the consent
model as a safety feature. Therefore, privacy is embedded in the
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consent model, making it integral while preventing the consumer
from submitting personal information without consent.

• PR4 – visibility and transparency – Pushing consent-seeking
“nudges" to the end-user with a full justification about the collec-
tion or use of PII increase visibility. This information is necessary
to decide on granting permission to service, to moderate their
behaviour or to use the model recommended corrective actions
to reduce privacy risks.

• R5 – respect for user privacy by keeping it user-centric – Every
user is different in terms of their privacy expectations. PR5 says
that we need to allow each user the ability to define their own
privacy expectations for work context, location, set of devices,
time of day, activity, and so on.

3.2 Conceptual Architecture
To fulfil the above requirements we propose a conceptual architec-
ture for an informed consent model, as shown in Fig. 2. There are
two key actors involved in our consent model – the end-user (a)
and the service provider (c). Both actors may depend on each other
for accomplishing their objectives. The end-user executes multiple
tasks (f) associated with the device-specific activities (e) related to
a particular use case (d). For example, an employee unlocking the
smart lock on the front door of the smart office via his voice assistant.
After finding a free desk space, the employee may adjust the smart
lights to meet his preferences with a single command (refer to the
scenario presented in Section 2.1).

A set of privacy goals (g) have to be fulfilled when executing the
service provider-defined tasks. These goals represent an intention
to mitigate threats and limit harm to personal information by satis-
fying privacy criteria concerning such information. Privacy require-
ments (h) are used to capture the data subject privacy needs at a high
level of abstraction in conformance with the data protection regula-
tion (n). In our context, it is essential to understand the privacy goals
of the stakeholders. In particular, unlinkability, intervenability and
transparency have been considered in our model [31]. Referring to
the example in Section 2.1, employees have the right to know whether
their personal preferences, working hours, and entry and exit times
are monitored or tracked from their daily engagements with the smart
devices. Furthermore, the privacy requirements can be further re-
fined as Confidentiality (i), Consent (j), Anonymity (k), Transparency
(l) and Accountability (m). Though each factor is equally impor-
tant, in our informed consent model, we will be mainly focusing
on enhancing user consent and transparency throughout the data
life-cycle.

End-users (b) consume the service (z) provided by the dedicated
service providers (c) of the smart devices. Moreover, all the appli-
cable privacy policy statements (q) of these devices are initiated by
their service providers. They generate policy documents for every
device or device group aligning with applicable data protection
laws and regulations to date. These privacy policy statements are
mostly found during installation and update of an IoT device, or
progressively with the usage of different features offered by the
service provider. For example, an employee may grant access to his
calendar schedule to facilitate multiple access to a meeting room and
to assist with advanced reservation based on the participant capacity.
Furthermore, the way an IoT device functions can change gradually

over time. For instance, the features present when the device is first
bought may be updated or replaced with newly introduced features
at a later date (e.g. turning Nest Secure’s keypad hub into a Google
Home Mini) [17]. An IoT vendor might be acquired by a different
organisation that has an entirely different set of privacy policies or
could collect and use personally identifiable information (PII) for
new purposes that current users may not have contemplated (e.g.
Google’s Policy with Fitbit Data) [10]. Therefore, end-users need
to have the full right to agree or disagree on policies related to the
use and setup of their devices.

There are several research works that have discovered that
lengthy full-text policies cause disadvantages in comprehension
and retrieval of required information by end-users. Researchers
have proposed different solutions to address this problem including
implementing a textual pattern-based approach [22], a labelled grid
layout [16], symbolic visualization [12], and various other tools [34]
and policy editors [6] for the generation of privacy policy state-
ments. These solutions aim to improve the comprehensibility of
the text in privacy policies and address the incompleteness in the
information presented to the end-users with respect to privacy
practices. By leveraging these solutions, we can partition policy
statements into four elements (r) as presented in Fig. 2. Referring
to the example in Section 2.1, Employees who have consented to
share their sensitive information should (a) have visibility into who
monitors, collects, and uses their data, and (b) the right to withdraw
their consent at any time.

The threat (x) captures events that can potentially threaten PII by
misusing a vulnerability concerning such information. Based on the
severity of the impact, threats can be characterized as high, medium
or low. A threat can be either natural, accidental, or intentional.
Therefore, threats are represented as accidental (ab) and intentional
(aa) threats in our model. Referring to the example in Section 2.1,
analysing an employee’s data overtime may reveal insights of working
patterns, personal habits, power consumption, medical conditions,
search history, social connections and presence which may cause a
potential gateway for intentional threats.

When the end-user triggers an action, and permission (v) needs
to be granted to a service (z), the informed consent engine (w) will
check the permissions granted by the user against the privacy
policy statements of a given device. If the consent engine detects
any policy infringements, they are recorded to maintain the event
history and for future purposes. Finally, the consent engine notifies
the end-user through an alert (y) (or soft nudge) to make them aware
of the policy infringement.

3.3 Applying the Informed Consent Model
Applying our model involves the following five key phases:

3.3.1 Phase 1: Apply textual patterns to privacy policies. Privacy
policies of the used devices are read and converted into an appro-
priate human and machine-readable format (e.g. JSON, XML). Next,
privacy policy statements of selected IoT devices are categorized
into four elements(<User><Action><Data><Purpose> compliance
with <Privacy policy>) [22]. For instance, the service provider col-
lects end-user data (usage frequency/level of settings) for service
provisioning/analytics . This interpretation enhances the readabil-
ity and transparency between the service provider and the end-user.
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This mechanism assists in better understanding the data collection
practices and transferring the risk.

3.3.2 Phase 2: List privacy permissions. The consent management
engine reads the current permissions granted by the user of each
device. All of the permissions defined by the device manufacturers
need to be checked to have more visibility into the personal data
that the vendor can collect about the device user. Following this,
possible dangerous permissions that have the risk of revealing sen-
sitive information about the users, which can be used for profiling,
tracking, advertising and identification [2] need to be identified,
labelled and listed.

3.3.3 Phase 3: Identify privacy infringements. In this phase, payload
data for each user executed action is captured, and potentially pre-
processed into a lightweight data-interchange format that is both
human and machine-readable. This data is then compared against
the structured policy statements obtained from Phase 1 to identify
and record policy breaches before being passed on to Phase 4.

3.3.4 Phase 4: Track and log events. All of the actions (events, ac-
tions, time, current status) are tracked and logged. These details
will be analysed further with the output of Phase 3 to send statis-
tical nudges to the user informing what has been inappropriately
collected or shared by the devices infringing the privacy policies.
This approach will gradually enhance user awareness and visibility.

3.3.5 Phase 5: Recommend preventive actions and nudge user. Fi-
nally, corrective actions are recommended to the user to control
and mitigate emergent privacy issues that have occurred and/or
may transpire in future. A nudge consists of three elements: (1)
redirecting instructions to the privacy settings wireframe, (2) a
summary of the unauthorised actions, (3) ignore and allow data to
be shared options. After the initial step of generating the simplified
terms and conditions, the consent engine will progressively ask
consent to capture, process or share data in a way so that the user
can understand the consequences. In addition, sending personalised
privacy protection nudges based on user preferences(visual repre-
sentation of nudges – e.g. text, progress bar, radio buttons, social
influence) will gradually transform their behaviour of using IoT
devices. Users will get used to certain recommended practices over
time and will foster an accurate user discretion process for privacy
choice in fading existing privacy paradox. Moreover, the consent
engine flags possible privacy vulnerability alerts with the occur-
rence of unintended movements, activation of devices, enablement
of permission within the SB premises.

3.4 Example Use Cases
Below we illustrate our proposed approach using three scenarios to
describe how our consent model is used to help end-users improve
their privacy-related behaviour in a smart building by nudging them
to take corrective actions and to update their device privacy settings.
Fig. 3 shows an example flow of the main interactions between the
different components in the consent model and the high-level flow
of operations for Scenario 1. We consider three different ways
in which the IoT device can be controlled and illustrate how our
consent model works with them: (A) – the user uses a dedicated
app provided by the IoT device vendor to trigger actions on the IoT

device; (B) – a voice assistant triggers the action on behalf of the
user; (C) – the user uses an automation tool that supports devices
from different vendors (e.g. Home Assistant [36] or OpenHAB [35])
to control the IoT device.

Scenario 1: End-user Mohan uses a smart lighting system that
can be controlled through an app, via a voice assistant (VA) and
via an automation panel in a smart living lab. His location data
is obtained using his mobile phone’s geolocation technology and
integrated with the usage of the smart lighting system. Based on his
voice commands, the lights can be switched on and off, or dimmed
(Fig. 3, Data flow B - 1). At the same time, his location information
can be used to learn about his availability. The informed consent
engine will analyze the granted permissions, applicable policies,
threat level of the disclosed PII and notify Mohan with a detailed
summary of how his data is being captured and used (Fig. 3, Data
flow B - 2). An example notification may look like – your geolocation
details have been shared with six other apps and two stakeholders
128 times for the last 14 days. Based on this notification, Mohan
can decide whether to take preventative actions to stop the flow
of his geolocation data, for instance by disconnecting the device
or putting the device behind a ’firewall’ as the data might not be
encrypted or anonymised. Fig. 3 shows how the consent engine will
track the user initiated actions and nudge the user appropriately
under the three different settings.

Scenario 2: John works in a Smart Office and the Smart Door
Lock is connected to his phone and can access his calendar. John can
control the lock using the associated app, using a voice assistant and
also through the nudge application/automation panel. The nudge
application/automation panel will sense and track John’s smart
door lock, which is connected to his phone, access his calendar data
through the mobile phone’s read calendar technology and also, it
can be controlled via a VA device (e.g. Google Home). The usage
patterns of door locks are used to target localised advertising about
its modern functionalities (e.g. multiple access solutions based on
calendar schedules/meetings/availability). Based on controls set up
through privacy settings of the app by John, this activity will either
inform or nudge John for possible actions that include closing the
port through which the calendar data flows.

Scenario 3: In this scenario, the nudge application/automation
panel makes Zubair aware of unintended data flowing through one
or more channels to a third-party server overseas (e.g. Smart TV
usage data via his Wi-Fi network). Based on the notification, Zubair
might choose to formally consent to this data sharing or report the
unauthorised behaviour to an appropriate regulatory entity.

3.5 Progress
Weare currently prototyping ourmodel with non-commercial smart
devices and peripherals. We have "mocked-up" several smart device
interfaces, i.e., write "device interfaces" that are not real devices
but mimic their behaviours. (e.g. Smart Bulb, Smart Lock). We will
connect these devices with an open-source IoT control panel such
as Home Assistant [36] or OpenHAB [35] and integrate the control
panel with a private cloud-based MQTT instance. MQTT broker
creates a communication medium for the devices and provides a
lightweight method for carrying out messaging using a publish-
subscribe model. We will capture messages, i.e., the payload data,
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Figure 3: Sequence Diagram showing Scenario 1 key data flows: A – an IoT device app user controlled interaction; B – a voice
controlled device linked to an automation tool; and C – a hub or an IoT automation tool controlled device

to monitor whether they include any sensitive data (user location,
availability, calendar data or any other PII), which may violate the
initial user consent given upon access permission. This is compared
with the structured privacy policy statements while measuring
the severity level of the threat. Finally, a detailed privacy policy
violation nudge is released to the user with a recommendation
of potential corrective actions. An agile prototyping approach is
being used to build and test the current prototype version of the
informed consent model to receive continuous feedback on the level

of awareness and usability. We test whether the model triggers a
nudge when we feed or request additional PII data from the end-
user, which is not defined in the policy statements. Furthermore,
we use our example scenarios above to evaluate this feasibility
study. We are currently working on applying textual-patterns to
the policy statements, as explained in3.3.1, and as the next phase,
we will focus on identifying privacy infringements and creating
the nudge content.
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4 CONCLUSION
A key challenge associated with privacy preservation in IoT-enabled
Smart Buildings is that the data collected by different IoT devices
can be combined to reveal potentially sensitive information about
individuals without their informed consent. Our recent literature
review on privacy in IoT-driven Smart Buildings has identified
that there are a number of research gaps. These include lack of
enforcement of privacy policies, lack of providing mechanisms for
informed user consent, poor addressing of unintended data col-
lection, use, retention and disclosure, and lack of definition of the
exact limits of smart device data capture and usage. In this paper,
we presented a novel informed consent model that seeks to ad-
dress some of these research challenges. We first enumerated some
of the key requirements for an informed consent model and then
proposed a conceptual framework and architecture that addresses
some of these requirements. We used example use cases to illus-
trate how the proposed model might (a) enhance user awareness
and transparency, (b) help detect privacy compliance and infringe-
ment by IoT devices, and (c) improve users’ privacy-protecting
behaviours through soft nudges. We are currently developing a pro-
totype implementation of the proposed conceptual architecture as
a feasibility study to envisage a smart building set up and to facade
the mock-ups to real devices later. Our future work will focus on
developing appropriate nudging strategies to be used within the
consent model. We will also integrate commercial IoT devices with
our user consent model.
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